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� 1975-1982 Study of mathematics at the University of Bonn

� 1985 Ph.D. (Bonn): Number theory, algebraic topology

� 1985- R&D of AWPs and other coin op machines

� 1998- General manager of subsidiaries of Gauselmann AG

� 1998 Textbooks on ● mathematics of games (US: 2005),

� 2002 ● Algebra / Galois theory (US: 2006, Korea: 2015),

� 2011 ● Statistics,

� 2014 ● JavaScript and object-orientated programming

Curriculum vitae



Board games ...

A feeling of adventure is an element of games. We 
compete against the uncertainty of fate, and 
experience how we grab hold of it through our 
own efforts.

Alex Randolph, game author



Uncertainty

� motivates us to play a game. Uncertainty 
brings

� entertainment und excitement as a result 
of variety and

� winning hope of all players.

� There are three reasons for the 
uncertainty ...



Uncertainty: reasons

� randomness (shuffling of cards, dice)

� many combinations of move options in 
sequences of moves (chess: even a two-
mover can be very difficult)

� hidden information (every player knows 
only his own cards, simultaneous
moves in Rock-paper-scissors)



Examples of game classes



Mathematics in games: What for?

� Implementation of computer programs which are 
playing (and hopefully winning!) games

� Which level of quality can be reached?

� Legal questions: Where is limit between games of 
chances and games of skill?

� Create fair and effective “games”, for example rules of 
an auction to sell licenses for using frequencies (TV, 
mobile network)



Unabhängiger Finanzsenat Wien ...



The mathematics of games

� Randomness: Probability theory
(founded by Pascal and Fermat 1654 as 
gambling theory)

� Many combinations: several mathematical 
tools are known, 1970 J. H. Conway 
founded a Combinatorial game theory

� Hidden information: Game theory (John 
von Neumann: starting 1944 after a first 
step in 1928).



From the games of chance ...

� 1222: First correct analysis of a dice game and its 
chances. Later several wrong computations were given.

� 1654 Fermat, Pascal developed a tools for solving 
problems of gambling, e.g. de Méré’s problem):

� Are 24 throws enough to bet with advantage for a double six?



... probability

� 1657-, 1703-, 1786- Huygens, 
Jacob Bernoulli, Laplace ...: games of
chance are important examples:
� exactly determined situations

� Laplace distribution fits, 
e.g. probability 1/6 for throwing “6” with a die

� probability: chance to win (as a consequence of symmetry
or as a value which can be experimentally measured)

� Random variable: the amount X of a win in a game

� Expected value E(X): mean win, i.e a bet which is fair compared to the chances of win 
amounts X of a game
E(X + Y) = E(X) + E(Y) fair bet for two games with win amounts X and Y;
E(X·Y) = E(X)·E(Y)       fair bet if you take the win X of the first game as bet for the

second game (results without causal influence)



Probabilities of Roulette

� Roulette is rather uninteresting in the view of 
mathematics (if the wheel has no damage) 

� There is a law of large numbers, but there is 
no “law of compensation”, i. e. :
Law of large numbers "guarantees" stable long-term results for the 
averages of some random events  (deviations which are bigger than 
arbitrarily small limitations have a probability which is arbitrarily small). 
Example, that no compensation is needed:
After 10-times “red” a sequence of 6-times „red” und 4-times „black” 
reduces the relative overweight of “red” but the absolute overweight of 
“red” is increases.



Monopoly: The game

� Most sold economic simulation board game:
approx. 250 million sold copies.

� Invented 1931 by Charles Darrow.

� But: Landlord‘s Game from 1904 was a precursor



Monopoly: different UK editions



Monopoly: US edition

The US edition differs
mathematically in
details (e.g. com-
munity chest and 
chance cards)



Monopoly: The problem

� Which properties are the best?

� Strategy influence: only a little on moving the 
piece (How long to stay in jail?), but a lot on 
making investments.

� The jail and “go to jail” break the symmetry 
between the squares. The probabilities of the 
squares differs substantially.

� Return on capital (per property):
rent × probability
= expected value of earned income per turn



Monopoly as Markov chain

� The Monopoly circuit can be seen as Markov chain 
with 120 states (40 squares each with 3 sub-states 
corresponding to thrown doubles).

� Unique equilibrium including 40 probabilities, one 
for each square. There are 3 ways to get it:

� Play the game: Roll dice, move a piece and count 
frequencies.

� Implement a computer program for doing this.

� Solve a system of 121 linear equations and 120 variables.



Monopoly: live

< live demonstration of the MONOPOLY animations (JavaScript) >



Monopoly: The result

In the US edition the 
probability of Illinois 
Avenue exceeds the 
probability of Park 
Lane with 45 %.



Blackjack



Blackjack and mathematics

� Casino banking game: A player tries to get a better 
card total than the bank (dealer

� The chances are depending on the player’s strategy, 
e.g. -0.057 if the player draws like the dealer.

� Baldwin et al. (1956): optimal strategy for drawing 
(without consideration of the drawn cards) gives 
expectation values –0.006 to –0.008 depending on 
variant of rules.

� Thorp 1961: Result on blackjack with a deck of 52 
cards. An advantage is possible it the drawn cards 
are considered.



Blackjack calculator

< live demonstration of the blackjack calculator (JavaScript) >


